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INTRODUCTION
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

When used in these Terms of Use, “We,” “Us,”
“Our,” “Site,” and “Website” refer to DollarProbs
LLC, DollarProbs DBA, DollarProbs, DollarProbs’
FAQ’s, DollarProbs.com, services provided by
DollarProbs, and all persons who represent and
associate with DollarProbs in any form, whether it be
in the past, present, or future. This includes but is
not limited to all third-party affiliates, partners,
contractors, and workers of DollarProbs.

When we say “DollarProbs,” we are referring to the
company and anyone representing or represented by
it.
When we say “You,” or other related terms, we are
referring to the consumer of our website and services.

When used in these Terms of Use, “You,” “Your,”
“User,” “Member,” “Visitor,” Customer,”
“Participant,” “Viewer,” and “Consumer” refer to the
end users of DollarProbs’ website, services, and
products.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

By agreeing to our Terms of Use, you also agree to
our Privacy Policy. These are both subject to change
anytime, with or without notice to you, and you agree
to read and be aware of these legal policies on a
regular basis.

Our Terms of Use are accepted in tandem with our
Privacy Policy. We may update these with or
without notice to you. Please be familiar with these
legal policies.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

All content and information relating to DollarProbs is You accept that all content and information relating
presented “as is,” with no representation, warranty,
to DollarProbs may be different than originally
or guarantee that is expressed or implied.
expected.
To contact DollarProbs for any reason, please send a
detailed email with your contact information to
support@dollarprobs.com

If you need to contact DollarProbs directly, send an
email to support@dollarprobs.com

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

By using the website, www.dollarprobs.com, and the
services provided by or hosted by DollarProbs, you

If you are using DollarProbs in any way, you agree to
our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
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agree to be bound by the Terms of Use and Privacy
Policy of DollarProbs.

If you do not agree with our Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy in whole, you agree that you will stop
associating with and using DollarProbs.

If you do not agree to any of these conditions or
terms of use, in whole, or in part, you agree you must
stop associating with, and cease participation with
DollarProbs.
COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

All appropriate and applicable material found on
DollarProbs, including but not limited to text,
images, designs, artwork, computer code, functions,
features, and processes are owned by DollarProbs
and may not be copied, modified, or distributed in
any way without strict and direct written permission
of DollarProbs.

You are not allowed to commit copyright
infringement against DollarProbs unless you have
strict written permission from us.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

However, you may view this website and share
certain content in appropriate methods for reasonable
and acceptable use without strict and direct written
permission of DollarProbs, deemed appropriate by
DollarProbs.

For general public use, you may share DollarProbs.
If you have specific questions about copyright issues
with DollarProbs, contact us by sending an email to
support@dollarprobs.com

DATA MINING
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

Automated, systematic, manual, and intentional
means meant to collect data from DollarProbs is
strictly prohibited without strict and direct written
permission of DollarProbs.

You are not allowed to scrape information off our
website unless authorized to do so.
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COPYRIGHT ENFORCEMENT
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs maintains serious protection of its
copyright. If DollarProbs discovers you are violating
its copyright policy, legal action may be brought
against you, and you may be required to pay legal
costs incurred by DollarProbs.

If you are caught stealing copyrightable and
proprietary information from DollarProbs, legal
action may be brought against you.

MEDICAL DISCLAIMER
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

There may be content found on or associated with
DollarProbs about medical issues including but not
limited to health, wellness, disease, illness, sickness,
natural remedies, conventional medicine, treatment,
and diagnostics.

Any medical or health content or information you
find on DollarProbs is not endorsed or deemed
credible by DollarProbs.
DollarProbs does not verify medical information
found on its site, so you need to be careful when
considering it.

This content is not endorsed, approved, or sponsored
by DollarProbs, and it is not advice. Any medical
information found on this website may be wrong,
misleading, or detrimental to your health and wellbeing.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs does not guarantee the accuracy or
credibility of any medical information or medical
reference found on its site.

Medical and health related information may be
wrong or outdated, and it is your responsibility to
recognize this and act accordingly.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

You agree that you will consult with professional
sources including your doctor, healthcare provider,
and other appropriate medical personnel for any
medical issues you may experience, whether or not
they are related to DollarProbs.

If you need medical help, you agree that you will
contact a professional and credible health source.
DollarProbs is not responsible for your health and we
are not doctors, nor are we responsible for the
information found on our website.

DollarProbs is not responsible for your health in any
way as a result of acting on any medical advice or
information found on its website.
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USE OF OUR SITE
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs provides a place for its users to interact
with other users, and engage in activities, services,
and gigs offered by and through DollarProbs.

You may interact with other users on a number of
issues and interests.

DollarProbs does not guarantee the quality or
DollarProbs neither represents nor endorses any of its accuracy of any information on its site, especially
users, and makes no guarantee or representation
information other users post.
regarding the quality, satisfaction, or safety of the
services and information associated with
DollarProbs.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs is not responsible for the actions of its
users, including its third-party affiliates and
associates.

DollarProbs is not responsible for the things its users
may post, share, or do on the website.
DollarProbs may act on issues that arise, but it has
the option to not act if it decides to.

DollarProbs reserves the right but has no obligation
to be responsible to monitor and act on disputes
between its users, including the action or the inaction
of any user and the effect it may have thereof.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

Users are responsible for any information they
choose to share on DollarProbs, including but not
limited to their personal contact information such as
photos, telephone and mobile phone numbers, email
addresses, addresses, and social media accounts.

You are responsible for any and all information you
share with or provide to DollarProbs.
We are not responsible for any consequences that
may arise from you sharing sensitive personal data.

DollarProbs is not held accountable for any data or
content that users decide to make public or private on
DollarProbs, and users accept full responsibility for
any consequence as a result of sharing information
on or with DollarProbs.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs does not offer any buyer or seller
protection for any services, gigs, and product
transactions handled via DollarProbs.

DollarProbs is not a mediator or advisor when it
comes to disputes and problems amongst its users.
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When dealing with personal, business, commercial,
or merchant affairs and accounts, careful legal
considerations should be made before engaging in

You will need to work things out with the other user
if problems arise.
Be careful and consult appropriate and professional
advice when using DollarProbs for personal,

such activity via DollarProbs, as DollarProbs does
not offer any advice or support in facilitating these
matters and is not responsible for these matters if a
user decides to engage in them.

business, or commercial affairs that may have legal
implications.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs does not necessarily support, endorse,
verify, or agree with the content, services, and
opinions available on its site.

There may be content on the website that
DollarProbs does not agree with or like either.

RATINGS AND REVIEWS
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs allows its users to rate and review other
users and services in the form of written reviews, and
emoji selections to inform others of the quality and
satisfaction of other users.

You may rate other users using emoji face icons,
leave a written review, or leave both if you desire.
DollarProbs may or may not agree with particular
ratings and reviews, as opinions differ.

Ratings and reviews, in any form, are not necessarily
supported, endorsed, verified, or accepted by
DollarProbs, and do not represent the values and
ethics of DollarProbs.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs is not responsible for any damages or
negative effects as a result of negative and
unfavorable reviews and ratings in any form on any
platform or service whether it be DollarProbs or
another site unrelated to DollarProbs.

If you receive a bad, poor, or negative review, and it
upsets you, DollarProbs is not responsible in any
way.
There may be untruthful ratings and reviews, or
unethical actions behind them. However,
DollarProbs is not responsible for those unfortunate
situations and encourages you to find a fair remedy.

DollarProbs is not responsible for the content,
truthfulness, or quality of any rating or review, and
reserves the right but has no obligation to be
responsible to monitor and act on disputes between
its users, including the action or the inaction of any
user and the effect it may have thereof.
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Official Legal Policy

In Plain English
You also may petition to have a rating or review
changed or deleted although it is not a guarantee and

DollarProbs does reserve the right, but has no
obligation to edit, add, modify, enhance, delete, or
alter ratings and reviews of any kind made on
platforms DollarProbs controls.

DollarProbs has the final say. To do this, send us a
detailed email at support@dolalrprobs.com.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

You agree to hold DollarProbs harmless and agree to
waive your rights to sue or take legal action of any
kind against DollarProbs due to any disputes
concerning ratings and reviews or any other service
of DollarProbs.

You cannot sue or take legal action against
DollarProbs over a negative review or defamation as
a result of a negative review.

REGISTRATION AND ACCOUNT CREATION
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

By registering or creating an account with
DollarProbs, or by using DollarProbs in anyway, we
may require your personal identifiable contact
information.

We will ask for personal information when you sign
up to join and create an account on DollarProbs.
We may also need your credit card, or related
payment or billing information when you use certain
features of DollarProbs. You agree that DollarProbs
is not obligated to issue you a refund if it is not
deemed necessary by DollarProbs.

Payment and billing information may also be
required in order to use DollarProbs, and you agree
to all charges and invoices addressed to you or your
account, and that DollarProbs is not obligated to
provide a refund of your money.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

The information you provide on DollarProbs may be
used and shared by DollarProbs for analytical,
marketing, and improvement uses for the overall
benefit of DollarProbs.

DollarProbs may use your information for internal
and external uses and motivations.
You agree you will be honest in the information you
use and share with DollarProbs.

By sharing such information, you agree that it is
accurate, true, faithful, complete, and uniquely yours,
and that if any of it changes, you will update it
accordingly with DollarProbs.
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Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs has no responsibility or liability from
your failure, action, or inaction to provide accurate
information for its services, and DollarProbs will not
be responsible for verifying information provided by
you or other users of its site.

DollarProbs is not responsible if you fail to provide
honest and faithful information on its site.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

You are responsible for maintaining and
safeguarding your personal and identifiable
information provided to DollarProbs. DollarProbs
may change, edit, add, modify, enhance, delete, or
block any information it deems a disturbance or
threat to itself and its users as a safety precaution,
which includes accessing and modifying user
accounts and their content as DollarProbs sees fit.

It is your responsibility as a user to take great care of
your personal information, and how you share it.
DollarProbs has the authority to modify or delete
information on its site as it deems fit.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

You may delete your DollarProbs account, profile,
and information associated with it, at your own
discretion by going into your profile account settings
and clicking on the big red delete button, which will
also wipe such information off the servers where it is
stored.

You don’t have to contact us to delete or cancel your
account, because you have the option to do it by
yourself.
If you delete your DollarProbs account, be aware that
it may not be possible or feasible to truly wipe
everything off our servers, system, or other parts of
DollarProbs.

By deleting your DollarProbs account, please know
that your information associated with DollarProbs
may not be removed completely or comprehensively,
as it could have been reposted by other users.

VIP ACCESS
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English
VIP access stands for “very important person,” and
DollarProbs has offered it for free in the past, and
also charged money for it.

DollarProbs offers VIP Access to select users of its
site and services. VIP Access grants DollarProbs
users unlimited, free, lifetime access to all its features
and upgrades at no additional cost. VIP Access may
be earned for free, given away for free, or sold for a
dollar amount price for access and functionality.

Being a special VIP Member means you have fun
access to cool features that normal users don’t get.
9
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VIP Access allows users to add unlimited service and
gig posts on their profiles and connect their social
media accounts to their DollarProbs accounts
whereas non-VIP users will not have access to these
features.

Contact us at support@dollarprobs.com to learn more
if you’re interested.

RULES OF CONDUCT
Official Legal Policy
DollarProbs does not allow you to do the following:
1. Attempt to circumvent DollarProbs or its
systems in any way that could be harmful to
DollarProbs or its users.
2. Harvest, scrape, or collect information
unlawfully from DollarProbs.
3. Access DollarProbs through unauthorized
means.
4. Access areas of the site that are not intended
to be accessed by you.
5. Perform a denial of service attack on
DollarProbs or its systems, servers, and site.
6. Manipulate, impersonate, forge, or alter
information from its true and faithful and
accurate state in an attempt to defraud and
mislead DollarProbs
7. Share, post, or distribute any information that
may be deemed harmful, unlawful, or
inappropriate. This includes distributing
viruses, malware, spyware, or other harmful
code.
8. Share, post, or distribute any content or
information that may cause harm, injury, loss,
death, disability, or any other negative
consequence to other users, animals, and
other groups and institutions and individuals
of any sort whether directly, or indirectly
related to DollarProbs.
9. Share, post, or distribute any content or
information deemed pornographic, obscene,
vulgar, abusive, defamatory, infringing,

In Plain English
This is a list of things you should not do. Please use
common sense, and rational.
DollarProbs may or may not decide to modify, edit,
alter, delete, or remove content and information on
its site. This also includes modifying user profiles as
deemed fit.
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racially or ethnically offensive, invasive of personal
and publicity rights, libelous, profane, or otherwise
harmful to DollarProbs.
DollarProbs reserves the right but has no obligation
to be responsible to monitor and act upon any content
or information that violates its Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy.
DollarProbs reserves the right to but has no
obligation to edit, add, modify, enhance, delete, or
remove content deemed offensive to DollarProbs
with or without notice to its users.
COMPLAINTS AGAINST OTHER USERS
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs wants every human being, user, and
visitor out there to have an ultra unique and super
local experience with DollarProbs. Unfortunately,
this is not always the case.

You may have poor and undesirable experiences with
DollarProbs, however, that is not our responsibility,
and you are solely responsible for doing due
diligence when deciding to use DollarProbs.

DollarProbs is not held responsible for, nor does it
guarantee, the quality and outcome of those who
choose to engage in its services and the results
thereof

If there are any issues you would like us to review,
please feel free to email us at
support@dollarprobs.com.

Good judgment is advised.
If you believe someone is in violation of our Terms
of Use or Privacy Policy, send us a detailed email to
report it at support@dollarprobs.com.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs may or may not choose to act on
violations, reported and unreported, of this Terms of
Use or Privacy Policy.

It is your sole responsibility to act responsibly and to
be a responsible user of DollarProbs. While we will
do our best to act on reports of unfortunate issues, we
may also choose not to act.

DollarProbs users bear full responsibility of their
own actions and hold DollarProbs harmless from the
action or inaction of other users.
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PRIVACY AND COOKIES POLICY
Official Legal Policy
The complete privacy and cookies policy of
DollarProbs is found in the official “DollarProbs
Privacy Policy” legal document, which can be found

In Plain English
We have a more detailed explanation of this in our
official DollarProbs Privacy and Cookies Policy.

at the bottom of every web page in the footer bar of
the website at www.dollarprobs.com.
Official Legal Policy
DollarProbs does use cookies placed by DollarProbs
and cookies from other third-party services including
but not limited to Google Analytics. Users are
tracked via the use of cookies and other location
services implemented on DollarProbs.

In Plain English
DollarProbs does use cookies to track its users,
including location and tracking services via Google
Analytics and others.
By using DollarProbs, you agree to all of this. If you
don’t agree to all of this, you agree you will stop
using our site and leave.

By using DollarProbs, you agree to our Privacy and
Cookies Policy, and if you do not agree in any way to
Email us at support@dollarprobs.com for any
these, you agree you will immediately cease
questions.
participation in our site and leave.
For any questions or concerns, please send us an
email to support@dollarprobs.com for all other
inquiries.
SENSITIVE INFORMATION DISCLAIMER
Official Legal Policy
When using DollarProbs, you may discuss and share
topics of interest to you and may find topics of
interest to you on DollarProbs. Such topics of
interest include but are not limited to services, gigs,
medical and health, personal, business, legal, tax, and
other unique issues.

In Plain English
You may find unique services, content, and
information on DollarProbs.
However, you agree you will perform due diligence
before deciding to engage in such information as you
are responsible for any consequences.

You agree you should not rely solely on DollarProbs
to provide or facilitate such information as you bear
sole responsibility to perform due diligence and
effectively evaluate the benefits and risks associated
with DollarProbs.
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Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs is not responsible and is not liable in any
way for any negative consequence that may arise
from content or information found on or used
through DollarProbs and its services.

DollarProbs is not liable for any negative event that
may occur as a result of its services and information
on its site.

USER CONTENT
Official Legal Policy
By using, participating, sharing, posting, or providing
information and material to DollarProbs, including
but not limited to personal identifiable information,
text, photos and images, content, audio and video
material, and services, you grant DollarProbs a nonexclusive, irrevocable, worldwide, and royalty-free
license to use, market, sell, reproduce, translate, and
distribute your user content in any way for existing
and future purposes.

In Plain English
You agree that DollarProbs may use your
information in any way it likes as described in our
User Content section of our Terms of Use.
Everything you make available on or to DollarProbs
must be legal, proper, and ethical, and it cannot risk
either party legal liability.

You also grant DollarProbs worldwide sub-license
rights to your user content, and the right to take legal
action for infringing these rights.
All content and information on DollarProbs must be
lawful, legal, and shall not infringe on the legal rights
of any third-party users and cannot be capable of
taking legal action against you, a third-party, or
DollarProbs.
LIMITATIONS OF LIABILIITY
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

In no way is DollarProbs liable or responsible to you
in relation to the content, information, and services
provided by DollarProbs.

DollarProbs is not responsible for any content found
on its website or is it responsible for any losses you
may incur.

You agree that DollarProbs is in no way liable or
responsible to you for direct, indirect, special, or
consequential losses that arise from the use of
DollarProbs.
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Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs is not responsible nor held liable for any
fraud, fraudulent misrepresentation, flaw, human
error, machine error, misleading content and
information, or any other negative consequence that
may affect a user.

There may be misrepresentations and discrepancies
found on DollarProbs, but you agree that DollarProbs
is not held responsible for those.

You agree to hold DollarProbs harmless and not
liable nor responsible for personal injuries of any
kind, including death, as a result of using or
participating in its services in any way, including its
use by its users.

DollarProbs is not responsible for any bodily harm,
including death, that may occur as a result of
DollarProbs.

INDEMNITY
Official Legal Policy
You agree to indemnify DollarProbs and hold
DollarProbs harmless and indemnified against
damages, losses, liabilities, and expenses of any kind
incurred by or suffered by DollarProbs.

In Plain English
If you suffer damages or losses of any kind,
DollarProbs is not responsible.
You shall not bring any claims against DollarProbs.

You agree to release and waive your rights to all
claims against DollarProbs with respect to
intellectual property, public, private, and proprietary
rights of any kind.
Official Legal Policy

In Plain English

DollarProbs is not responsible nor liable for the
usefulness, accuracy, or availability of any content or
information available via the site and is not
responsible for errors of any kind in that regard.

There may be inaccuracies or lack of information or
errors on DollarProbs, or perpetuated by DollarProbs,
however, DollarProbs is not responsible for those
discrepancies.

DollarProbs is not responsible nor held liable for any
theft, unlawful use of data, loss of personal data, or
damages of any kind in the event we suffer a security
breach, hacking, or other negative event, which may
affect our servers and ability to collect, hold, or
distribute data.

DollarProbs may suffer hacking, catastrophic failure,
or security breaches that may affect its digital data
content. If it does, DollarProbs is not responsible for
it.

Official Legal Policy

In Plain English
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This includes but is not limited to your payment and
billing information, credit card numbers, debit card
numbers, checks, cash, and associated bank accounts
or credit union accounts linked to checking, savings,
or other financial services.

Your personal financial information may be
compromised, and if it is, DollarProbs is not held
liable or responsible for it.

In Plain English
Official Legal Policy
By using DollarProbs and its related services, you
waive your rights to sue or to take legal action
against DollarProbs for any and all claims including
but not limited to claims of DollarProbs’ negligence,
DollarProbs’ actions or inactions, physical, mental,
and emotional injuries of any kind, including death,
financial and economical damages and losses, and all
other damages, losses, or offenses of any kind,
whether they affected you, another user, or anyone
else you may or may not be related to in any way,
directly, or indirectly, including family members,
relatives, acquaintances, strangers, friends, groups,
organizations, and companies.

You agree you will not sue or take legal action
against DollarProbs for any issues including
negligence, damages, or losses of any kind in any
way.

This includes waiving your right to take part in a
class action lawsuit against DollarProbs.
VOLUNTARY BINDING ARBITRATION
Official Legal Policy

Any dispute or claim brought against DollarProbs
and its services shall be resolved through voluntary
binding arbitration, rather than in court.
If both sides agree on a resolution before arbitration
proceedings, then their mutual acceptance shall be
binding.
All resolutions and agreements must be signed by
both parties to acknowledge recognition.

In Plain English
We do not desire to go to court and hope to resolve
any issues with you in a better way.
Hopefully both of us can reach a compromise or
resolution on any possible issues that may come
about.
We require written proof of all resolutions and
agreements from both parties to properly recognize
resolved issues and issues of any kind.
DollarProbs reserves the right to choose where to
hold meetings, proceedings, or locations of mediation
15
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Any disputes, claims, or legal proceedings brought
against DollarProbs shall be dealt with in a location
manner of DollarProbs’ choosing.

or resolution for any disputes or issues between
DollarProbs and its users.

CALIFORNIA ONLINE PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT – CalOPPA
Official Legal Policy
The California Online Privacy Protection Act, also
known as, “CalOPPA,” is a California law that
requires websites to post privacy policies stating
what personal identifiable information they collect
off of consumers in California.
If you are a California resident minor under 18 years
old, and have registered and created an account with
DollarProbs, you may send DollarProbs a detailed
email to support@dollarprobs.com requesting that
your contact and identifiable information be removed
from our website and services.

In Plain English
DollarProbs strives to comply with CalOPPA, and
we provide you with an easily accessible Privacy
Policy that is accessible at the bottom of every
webpage on its site in a clear and concise display for
easy finding.
If you wish to have your identifiable information
removed from our website and services, please send
us an email at support@dollarprobs.com to inquire
further.
While we promise to do out best, completely deleting
your data off the internet or our website may be
impossible to do.

Please know that your information associated with
DollarProbs may not be removed completely or
comprehensively, as it could have been reposted by
other users.
The DollarProbs Privacy Policy also contains
acknowledgment of CalOPPA.
CHILDREN'S ONLINE PRIVACY PROTECTION RULE – COPPA
Official Legal Policy
The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule, also
known as “COPPA,” imposes certain requirements
on operators of websites or online services directed
to children under 13 years of age, and on operators of
other websites or online services that have actual
knowledge that they are collecting personal
information online from a child under 13 years of
age.

In Plain English
DollarProbs strives to comply with COPPA in the
best manner possible.
DollarProbs requires all its users to be at least 15
years of age before using DollarProbs. COPPA
refers to children under the age of 13, and our
website is not directed towards children.
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DollarProbs is not directed towards children under 13
years of age, and its services and site are not intended
for use by children under the age of 13.
Official Legal Policy
The minimum age required by DollarProbs in order
to use its services is 15 years. Persons under 15
years of age are not allowed to use DollarProbs.
The DollarProbs Privacy Policy also contains
acknowledgment of COPPA.

In Plain English
You have to be at least 15 years old to use
DollarProbs.
Our official Privacy Policy contains information
about this as well.

More information regarding COPPA may be found
from the following URL link:
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/rules/rulemakingregulatory-reform-proceedings/childrens-onlineprivacy-protection-rule

END OF DOLLARPROBS TERMS OF USE
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